
The story takes place in the distant future where space travel are common place and small space 

colonies ae spread throughout other planets. On the planet Chalice there is a colony named Primus here 

a drifter rides in on a rocket bike and walks into the local bar and asks for a drink. The bartender tells 

him about two rival gangs that are destroying the town over their war. On one side The Black Six a group 

of six siblings Aria, Garrett, Holden, Leo, Sonya, and Titus that run the north side of the colony and The 

Blood Moons lead by a former mercenary Lars Ryker that runs the south side. 

Three members of the Black Six walk into the bar and notice the Drifter and begin to antagonize 

him and this leads to a fight but is easily won by the drifter. Later the three gang members report back 

to Aria the leader who tells Leo to send the drifter a visit. Later as the drifter is confronted by Lars Ryker 

who asks him to come work for him. The drifter refuses and attempts to leave for the next colony. As he 

rides off he is attacked by the gang members from earlier and Leo and is nearly killed but with the help 

of Lars he is able survive the attack and escape his would be dispatchers. 

After a discussion between the Drifter and Lars the Drifter reluctantly agrees to help Lars take 

on the Black Six. Meanwhile back at the hide out of the Black Six discuss their plans as they argue Leo 

decides to take matters into his own hands and goes by himself to take out the Drifter and Lars in on 

shot. Lars brings the drifter to his base of operations at an old mining factory. He explains the reason he 

was raised in the colony and the reason he is fighting the Black six is to save the colony from their evil 

ways. Lars then introduces the Drifter to his sister Kayla who show a great mistrust of the Drifter and 

questions her brothers reasoning recruiting the Drifter.  

Later that night Leo sneaks into the base and starts to make his way to Lars's room. Meanwhile 

the Drifter is enjoying a late-night smoke when he is greeted Kayla the two share a brief moment until 

the drifter notice something is amiss the then runs to lar's bedroom and finds Leo about to kill Lars with 

a knife but is interrupted by the Drifter as the two get into a fist fight which ends with the Drifter killing 

Leo. After some discussion Lars decides to send the body back to the Black Six as a message. 

The Black Six receive Leo's body Aria and Garrett discuss their next course of action Aria decides 

to retaliate by going after Lar's family she tells Garrett to send Holden, Sonya and Titus to kidnap Kayla. 

Meanwhile Kayla is getting ready to head out to the colony for some supplies albeit to the objections of 

Lars however the Drifter is asked by Lars to escort her. Kayla and the Drifter arrive in the colony shop 

district and the two discuss the future of the town and their own future's. Suddenly the two are 

attacked by the Black Six as they shoot up the store but the Drifter and Kayla mange to take cover. After 

the Six are done shooting two start to flank the shop while Holden enters the shop. The Drifter hides 

Kayla and procced to surprise attack Holden the two-fist fight which leads to Holden being shot dead by 

the drifter with his own gun. The drifter then grabs Kayla and then suddenly Sonya and Titus walk in 

from the back and see Holden dead and open fire but the drifter and Kayla jump through the store 

window but the Black Six chase them into a restaurant kitchen where both Kayla and the Drifter are 

forced to fight there would be dispatchers. The fight results in the death of Titus and Sonya's face to be 

severely burned. As the Drifter and Kayla make their escape they are ambushed by Garrett and some 

gang members. They end up taking Kayla and knocking out the Drifter and sending him back to Lars to 

deliver message Lars for his sister. Lars is distraught by the news and despite knowing it’s a trap he 

decides to attempt the rescue of his sister with the aid of the Drifter.    

The two arrive at the base of the Black Six where they have shoot out with dozens of gang 

members and eventually leading up to a final showdown between Garrett and Aria versus Lars and the 



Drifter. During the ensuing battle Lars sacrifices himself to give the drifter a chance to win and after a 

bloody fight the Drifter defeats the Black Six and rescues Kayla. In the aftermath Kayla aske's if the 

drifter will stay but he says his job is done and then rides off into the sunset.      

  

   


